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Esistono immagini ancestrali, universali e preesistenti (nel senso di non acquisite), che 

ricorrono identiche in tutti gli individui, al di là delle epoche e delle coordinate 

geografiche. Sono gli archetipi.

In realtà noi viviamo immersi in queste forme primordiali, ma abbiamo perduto 

l'abitudine di coglierne presenza e significato. In particolare, gli antichi miti, che hanno 

negli archetipi l'ingrediente fondamentale, ci parlano ancora oggi e rivelano la 

continuità tra il DNA spirituale dell'uomo arcaico e quello dell'uomo moderno.

Dare una forma materiale e artistica ai miti significa darla a contenuti sapienziali 

immutati nei secoli. In questo modo ogni opera ha in sé l'impronta dell'eterno e una 

potenza evocatrice di energie psichiche e spirituali.

La raccolta di sculture dell'artista internazionale Anna Chromy denominata "Archetipi 

spirituali", proprio come i miti cui si ispira, parla il linguaggio dell'anima. 

Poiché l'arte è tale se in grado di scuotere dal torpore esistenziale chi si sofferma a 

contemplarla, con queste opere, dislocate in punti focali della città di Pisa, si è voluto 

creare uno spazio di meditazione in cui compiere il piccolo miracolo d'incontrare la 

parte più profonda dell'essere e le verità ivi racchiuse. 

Se anche solo una persona ne sarà accesa nel profondo, sentendo vibrare la propria 

sostanza spirituale e avendo sentore di nuove possibilità o dimensioni, allora questa 

esposizione avrà fatto una qualche differenza: perché "toccare" il singolo è il primo passo 

per spronare la trasformazione dell'intera comunità umana. 

Medium tra cielo e terra, l'arte di Anna Chromy indica la strada a stati superiori di 
coscienza, in cui intravvedere impulsi ideali e principi morali in grado di liberare il 

divino in noi.

ARCHETIPI SPIRITUALI
di Serena Nannelli

Il filosofo Maritain diceva:
“l’Arte è l’agente di spiritualizzazione più naturale 

di cui abbia bisogno la Comunità Umana”.



Certain images – ancestral, universal and inborn, not acquired – are common to each 

and every human being, regardless of time and place. These we know as archetypes.

In actual fact, we spend our lives immersed in these primordial images, but have lost the 

ability to perceive and understand them. Ancient myths, in particular, which are based 

on archetypes, are still relevant today, and testify to the uninterrupted link between the 

DNA of archaic man and that of whoever might be reading these notes.

Giving material and artistic form to myths also means endowing them with the esoteric 

significance of centuries. So each piece bears signs of the eternal, and contains within 

itself the power to unleash great psychic and spiritual power.

This collection of sculptures, crafted by international artist Anna Chromy and entitled 

Spiritual Archetypes alluding to the underlying myths, speaks the language of the soul.

Since the function of art is to shake the observer out of his or her existential torpor, these 

sculptures, placed at focal points in the city of Pisa, are intended to create a space for 

meditation in which a 'miracle' can take place: the form observed enables the viewer to 

come in contact with the deepest part of his consciousness and the truths hidden 

therein.

Even if only one visitor were to be thus 'awakened', so as to feel his whole being vibrate 

and become aware of new dimensions and possibilities, then this exhibition will have 

succeeded in its intent, because “awakening” one individual is the first step towards 

transforming mankind as a whole.

Stepping stones between heaven and earth, Anna Chromy’s creations lead the way 
to higher planes of consciousness, vantage points from which we may sense 
stirrings of moral principles capable of releasing the divine within each of us.

SPIRITUAL ACRCHETYPES
by Serena Nannelli

In the words of the philosopher Jacques Maritain:
“Art is the most natural agent of spiritual growth available to man, 

and the one most urgently needed by mankind”.



L’arte è una delle più potenti leve verso il Cielo che l’uomo abbia a disposizione. Di 
fronte a certe opere possiamo sentir vibrare la scintilla divina in noi e giungere così 
alla profonda comprensione dell’esistenza di una realtà spirituale.
Mai come in quest’epoca la crisi economica, politica e sociale nasconde un travaglio 
prima di tutto interiore: l’umanità ha smarrito il senso perché, devota all’immanente, 
ignora sempre più l’infinito mistero della trascendenza.
Gli Archetipi, intesi come immagini primordiali e costanti culturali comuni tra popoli 
lontani nello spazio e nel tempo, col loro linguaggio simbolico possono risvegliare le 
forze interiori degli esseri umani. E di archetipi sono imbevuti i miti, racconti eterni 
con protagonisti dei ed eroi, che affondano le radici nell’esperienza e donano una 
comprensione intuitiva delle qualità essenziali dell'anima, indicazioni su come vivere 
il presente e nuovi orizzonti verso cui evolvere.
Anna Chromy, rivisitando alcune figure leggendarie nelle sue sculture, dà corpo a 
quella che è un'arte che potremmo definire spiritocentrica perché consente la 
comprensione e riaffermazione di principi e valori eterni dello spirito. Ogni sua opera 
non si esaurisce nelle parti che la compongono, né desta estetismo edonistico fine a 
se stesso: lungi dal suggerire una perfezione fredda, costituisce un punto focale in cui 
realtà e immaterialità s’integrano perfettamente. L’artista, fecondata dall’ispirazione, 
sviluppa e riveste di forma un’intuizione iniziale, manipolando la materia al fine di 
intrappolarvi bellezza e armonia, profezie laiche di un’iniziazione al sublime.
I miti realizzati da Anna Chromy permettono all’osservatore consapevole di 
disidentificarsi dalla propria individualità e considerare l’esistenza da un punto di vista 
elevato. Una volta superato il subitaneo incantamento generato dalla fisicità di 
queste opere, si può interrogarle sul loro messaggio profondo e scoprire l’alchimia 
celeste che le abita.
Bellezza, quindi, colpisce nella sua forma bronzea, diviene Bellezza morale nel mito ivi 
rappresentato e, infine, conduce a percepire una Bellezza eterna e incorruttibile. In 
questa verticalità di significanza, l’uomo si scopre vivificato in una regione invisibile, 
la coscienza, in grado di produrre effetti tangibili sul mondo.
Emerson dice che “quando i semidei se ne vanno, arrivano gli dei“, così l’arte di Anna 
Chromy nasce per condurre altrove, alla sorgente universale di energia ascensionale 
da cui si abbevera.

Anna Chromy
Archetipi spirituali di Serena Nannelli



Art is one of the most powerful means of transcendence known to man. A work of art 
awakes in us a divine flame lighting our way to a deeper understanding of spiritual 
reality.
We live in a time of economic, political and social crisis that causes great psychological 
distress; humanity wanders directionless; ever more intent on the here and now, it drifts 
further and further away from the infinite mystery of transcendence.
Archetypes primordial images and cultural constants shared by peoples far apart in 
time and space are capable, thanks to their symbolic language, of re-awakening our 
inner energy. Archetypes are the very stuff of myths, everlasting stories of gods and 
heroes rooted in experience and endowed with an instinctive understanding of the 
soul’s fundamental qualities, together with advice on how to make the most of the 
present and seek new horizons for future development.
Sculptress Anna Chromy revisits a number of Greek myths in her work, fleshing out, as 
it were, an art we might define as ‘spirit-centered’, in that it nourishes the 
understanding and propagation of the eternal principles and values of the human 
spirit. Of every single one of her works it can be said that it is greater than the sum of its 
individual parts, and arouses no merely self-serving hedonistic aesthetic response: far 
from suggesting cold perfection, it represents a focal point in which material and 
immaterial reality achieve perfect symbiosis. The artist, totally at the service of her 
inspiration, develops and gives form to an initial intuition, working and shaping her 
material so as to capture beauty and harmony, worldly harbingers of the 
transcendent.
The myths represented in Anna Chromy’s work permit the discerning observer to 
detach himself from his own individuality and survey existence from an elevated 
standpoint. Once he has assimilated the impact of the sheer physical presence of these 
statues, he can proceed to explore the profound message they contain, and uncover 
their intrinsic alchemy.
So Beauty stands forth in bronze, becomes Moral Beauty in the myth represented in the 
statue, and leads the observer, in the end, to the perception of eternal, incorruptible 
Beauty. Thanks to this vertical scale of meaning, the observer is revitalized in that 
invisible region, the conscience, which is capable of producing tangible effects on the 
world.
To quote Emerson, "when half-gods go, the gods arrive"; thus Anna Chromy’s art exists 
in order to lead elsewhere, to the universal source of the energy of which it partakes.

Anna Chromy
Spiritual Archetypes by Serena Nannelli





Chronos personifica il Tempo, che con i suoi meccanismi regola il divenire nel 
mondo fenomenico e vede gli uomini schiavi delle sue tre dimensioni: passato, 
presente e futuro. Per comprendere quanto le categorie temporali siano 
illusorie, dobbiamo collocarci fuori da quelle, ossia trascenderle, intuendo di 
essere sostanza immortale.
È solo nella consapevole sintesi tra la nostra parte corruttibile e quella imperitura 
che possiamo fiorire davvero alla vita, danzando in un eterno presente come 
queste statue.

Chronos personifies Time, which regulates being and becoming in the phenomenal 
world and chains human beings to the three dimensions of past, present and future. 
In order to understand how false these temporal categories are we need to step 
outside them, in other words, transcend them, thus realizing that we are made of 
immortality.
Only by means of a conscious synthesis of our corruptible part with the eternal side 
of our nature can we really flower, and engage in the dance of the timeless present, 
as represented in this group.

Chronos





Quello di Ulisse non è solo un viaggio concreto, ma anche un percorso sapienziale.
Mosso da un’insaziabile sete di conoscenza, questo viaggiatore eroico, tenace e all’occorrenza 
astuto, si allontana dalle proprie radici. Anna Chromy lo ritrae nel bel mezzo della sua ricerca, 
che è prima di tutto esistenziale, in equilibrio tra rischio di perdita e promessa di conquista, 
mentre tiene fermo il timone della speranza.
Passiamo la vita a desiderare esperienze straordinarie, finendo con l’errare (nel senso di 
andare errando ma anche di sbagliare) lungo direzioni che promettono appagamenti nuovi 
o ristoro dalle tempeste.
In verità sarà l’afflato nostalgico verso la casa dell'anima e i suoi valori originari a mantenerci 
in equilibrio e a condurci sani e salvi in porto. 

Ulysses

Ulysses is engaged not only on an actual, concrete journey, but also on an inner search for wisdom. 
Spurred on by his thirst for knowledge, this heroic traveller, tenacious and, when necessary, 
cunning, wanders far from his homeland and his roots. Anna Chromy portrays him in the middle 
of this search – which is,  above all,  existential – teetering between loss and the promise of victory, 
while he holds steady the rudder of hope.
We spend our lives wishing for extraordinary experiences, and end up wandering lost in directions 
which we perceive as promising new satisfactions or shelter from coming storms.
In fact, it is the yearning for the native hearth of the soul and associated values that helps us keep 
our balance and lead us safe and sound back home.





L’opera più ricorrente nella produzione di Anna Chromy è anche il fulcro filosofico della sua 
arte.
Il “Manto della Coscienza” fa la sua prima comparsa in un dipinto del 1980 ma è nello 
spessore della tridimensionalità scultorea, anni dopo, che l'artista lo consacra a concetto 
cardine del proprio sentire. 
Fin dal suo essere ispirato e ispirante, “Il Manto della Coscienza” è un monumento alla sintesi 
olistica degli opposti. Il pathos che nasce dal suo rapporto tra pieno e vuoto, il senso di 
afflizione ma anche di maestà che emana dalla sua figura, sono solo alcuni indizi di cosa 
simboleggi: un principio interiore (la Coscienza) in grado di riunire le polarità e sublimarle, 
trasformando due elementi opposti in un'unità superiore che ha qualità diverse da ciascuno 
di essi. 
Avvicinarsi a quella che è una sorta di Tao in versione antropomorfa, è entrare in uno spazio 
di meditazione cui solo al principio daremo un significato parziale, nato come riflesso della 
nostra individualità o dal fatto che la statua sia collocata in un luogo di cui incarna il Genius 
Loci.
Dall’anarchia d'interpretazioni emergerà, infine, il senso misterico dell’opera. Il manto, 
esplicitamente dorato in questo esemplare, è “tessuto” con il filo d'oro che fin dai tempi di 
Arianna ha il compito di farci orientare nel labirinto della realtà fenomenica. “Il manto della 
coscienza”, dunque, è saggezza senza tempo, quella custodita nella parte più nobile del 
nostro Essere e orientata alla Luce. 

The Cloak of Conscience

This, the most frequently recurring symbol in Anna Chromy’s work, is also the philosophical 
fulcrum of her art. The “Cloak of Conscience” first appeared in a 1980 painting, but it is in this 
three-dimensional version of the same that, years later, the artist raises it to the position of 
fundamental concept of her belief system. Both inspired and inspiring, “the Cloak of Conscience” is 
a monument to the synthesis of opposites in one whole. The pathos deriving from the relationship 
between fullness and emptiness, the sense of affliction but also of majesty the figure exudes 
provide clues to the symbolic meaning of the piece: it represents an inner force (Conscience) which 
has the capacity to unite opposites and sublimate them, turning the two polarities into one higher 
unit possessing different qualities to those of each of its components. To observe what is a kind of 
anthropomorphic Tao is enter an area of meditation to which, initially, we will attribute an 
incomplete meaning, resulting from our own personality and the fact that the statue occupies a 
place of which it embodies the Genius Loci. After a while, however, out of the maelstrom of 
possible interpretations will emerge the deep, esoteric significance of the statue: the cloak in this 
particular exemplar, gilded is “woven” out of the golden thread that, ever since Ariadne, has been 
used as a guide in the labyrinth of the phenomenal world. So “The Cloak of Conscience” signifies 
the timeless wisdom guarded in the noblest part of our Being and ever turned towards the Light. 





Don Giovanni ha il culto del proprio Io personale, la cui dissolutezza 
egli appaga dando sfogo a capricci e impulsi. La sua esistenza è 
consacrata alla violazione delle regole, all’affermazione del libero 
arbitrio e agli aspetti inferiori del proprio essere. Non conosce 
pentimento e la sua coscienza morale resta dormiente anche di 
fronte allo spettro dell'uomo perito per sua mano e tornato nella 
sembianza animata del proprio monumento funebre, una statua 
equestre. Quest'ultimo, il “convitato di pietra”, è trascendenza 
manifesta e racchiude un monito imperituro: se il contatto col 
mistero e l’ascolto del sacro ci lasciano indifferenti, abbiamo mancato 
il senso della vita.

Don Giovanni is a devotee of the cult of self-love whose dissolute rites 
involve giving in to every impulse and whim. His life is dedicated to 
breaking all rules and affirming the principle of free will, especially as 
regards his baser instincts. He rejects the possibility of repentance; his 
moral conscience sleeps even before the ghost of the man he has killed, 
and who now appears to him in the guise of an equestrian statue. This  
“stone guest” is a manifestation of the transcendent  and brings an 
enduring admonishment: if contact with the unknown, if the summons 
of all things sacred leaves us cold, then we have failed to grasp the 
meaning of life. 

Don Giovanni





Alcyon
Uno dei modi per avere sentore dell’anima è lasciarsi pervadere da 
Amore, l’intima esperienza esistenziale che rende possibile arrivare al 
Sé attraverso il noi.
Il mito di Alcione celebra la coppia cosmica e la potenza trasformante 
del sentimento, parlando del dono più grande di tutti: quello di se 
stessi. Jung dice che “si sopravvive di ciò che si riceve, ma si vive di ciò 
che si dona“. Ecco perché il sacrificio d’amore vissuto da Alcione e dal 
suo compagno li vede rinascere in figure alate e dall'innocenza 
originaria. Il volo a due che li aspetta è verso luoghi dell’interiorità, ma 
quel sincrono battito d’ali e di cuori avrà risonanza fin nel 
macrocosmo, simboleggiato dalla luna.

One way to perceive the presence of the soul is to open oneself to love, the 
inner experience that makes possible the passage from ‘Us’ to ‘Self ’.
The myth of Alcyone celebrates the cosmic couple and the transformative 
power of feeling, with reference to the greatest of all gifts: oneself. Jung 
says that “we outlive what we receive, but live on in what we give”. This is 
why the love sacrifice of Alcyone and her companion causes them to be 
reborn in the shape of winged creatures representing original innocence. 
After their transformation, they fly off together on a journey within, 
towards the mysterious heart of being. The synchronized beating of wings 
and hearts will resonate as far as the macrocosm, symbolized here by the 
moon.





Sisifo è raffigurato in eterna pedalata assieme alla compagna e al figlioletto.
Emerge la dimensione eroica del personaggio: resiliente, animato da forza d’animo, non 
percepisce se stesso schiavo di un destino ostile e predeterminato, bensì uomo libero di 
organizzare in itinere la propria autorealizzazione. Mosso da forte coscienza di sé, ha saputo dare 
valore alla vita, ha conosciuto l’amore e messo al mondo una discendenza. Incurante di un 
domani sotto sortilegio, celebra il viaggio. È un ribelle che non avrà sconfitto gli Dei ma ha vinto 
il demone della paura e coltivato la pienezza dell’esistenza attraverso le relazioni umane.
Una volta compreso che non usciremo vivi dall’esistenza, ne diventiamo padroni, liberi dal 
giogo di ritenerla un susseguirsi di sforzi inutili. Armati di Volontà e dell’invincibile forza di 
Amore, diventiamo integri e, al riparo quindi da scoraggiamento, conosciamo inizi sempre 
nuovi, utili al cammino spirituale nascosto nei nostri giorni.

Sisyphus is seen pedaling his way to eternity together with his partner and their young son.
The heroic nature of the character emerges clearly: resilient and strong, he sees himself, not as slave to 
a hostile and predetermined destiny, but rather as being free to achieve self-realization as he pedals 
along. Inspired by profound self-awareness, he has given value to his life: he has loved and this love 
has produced a child. Cocking a snook at the curse of tomorrow, he celebrates the journey.
He is a rebel who may have been vanquished by the gods but who has himself vanquished fear and 
lived existence to the full by creating human relationships.
Once we have understood and accepted that we are not going to get out of this life alive, we become 
masters of our own existence, freed from the yoke of considering it nothing but an everlasting round 
of futile efforts. Armed with Will Power and the invincible strength of Love, we are made whole, and, 
untouched by discouragement, find ever new beginnings that will serve us in the spiritual journey 
present, albeit hidden at times, in each and every life.

Sisyphus





Prometeo, secondo il mito, adirò gli dei rubando loro il fuoco per donarlo 
all’umanità e fu per questo condannato a fare da eterno nutrimento all’aquila di 
Zeus. Anna Chromy lo raffigura con il corpo inaridito da dolore e solitudine, 
conseguenze della ribellione alla regola celeste.
Questa figura sospesa in espiazione tra due mondi, l’umano e il divino, ci ricorda 
che il cammino verso il perfezionamento spirituale non prevede scorciatoie né 
sotterfugi: alla fiamma della coscienza si arriva mediante un graduale percorso di 
purificazione, una lenta ricerca. Non basta avere nobili intenzioni per guadagnarsi 
la visuale del proprio Olimpo interiore.

According to the myth, Prometheus angered the gods by stealing their fire to give to 
mankind; for this affront, he was condemned to be devoured for all eternity by the eagle 
of Zeus. Anna Chromy shows his body marked by pain and solitude: this is what comes 
of rebelling against the will of the gods.
The figure, suspended in expiation between two worlds, the human and the divine, 
reminds us that the road to spiritual perfection has no shortcuts: the flame of conscience 
is reached through a slow, gradual process of purification. Good intentions are not 
sufficient to light the way to the Olympus within each of us.

Prometheus





Ogni sfida a superare se stessi contiene il 
potenziale per rafforzare l’umano anelito 
all'auto-trascendenza.
Questa scultura raffigura tre atleti in 
equilibrio nella condivisione di uno scopo.
Non c’è traccia di ossessione per il risultato, 
combattività aggressiva o esigenza di affermazione individuale, che 
sarebbero fatali alla stabilità dell’ensamble.
Sono uomini che hanno sviluppato dominio di sé e saggiato i propri limiti 
prima di librarsi verso l'alto a esplorare le proprie potenzialità.
Simboleggiano una crescita spirituale da intraprendere solo dopo aver 
allenato e potenziato, onde evitare squilibri, quello che Anna Chromy 
definisce “muscolo morale”, la coscienza.
A differenza della figura più in basso, quelle ascese hanno le sommità color 
oro, a riprova di un’avvenuta trasformazione alchemica dello spirito, e al 
posto dei lineamenti hanno il vuoto a indicare di essere divenute pura 
essenza.

Every challenge to excel can reinforce our desire for transcendence of self.
This sculpture captures three athletes intent on pursuing a shared goal.
There is no sign of obsession with results, no competitive aggressiveness or 
need for individual affirmation, such as would endanger the balance of the 
group.
These are men who have achieved self-control, and explored their individual 
limits before reaching up to test their full potential.
They represent a spiritual development to be undertaken only after having 
exercised and strengthened what Anna Chromy calls “the moral muscle” 
conscience.
Unlike the figure at the bottom of the group, the two higher up are coloured 
gold at the top, indicating the alchemical transformation of the spirit; 
furthermore, their facial features are missing, showing that they have become 
pure essence.

Olympic Spirit





Il Dio del mare, nella versione di Anna Chromy, è un monstrum in senso 
etimologico, ossia un avvertimento divino che prende l’aspetto di un essere 
contro-natura. Sfodera denti da pesce predatore e si protende in avanti con 
slancio offensivo, quasi a gettare un’esca, con la sua parte antropomorfa, in 
direzione del nemico.
Intende punire l’essere umano colpevole di hybris, di aver cioè oltrepassato la 
misura e minato con eccessi insolenti l’armonia del mondo. Il danno ecologico 
non è solo una violenza alla regola universale ma l’autocondanna della nostra 
specie.

Here, the god of the sea is, etymologically speaking, a monster, a divine admonishment 
in the guise of an outlandish creature. Armed with shark-like teeth, he lurches forward 
aggressively, as though offering his upper, anthropomorphic part, as bait to the 
enemy. 
He intends to punish mankind for the sin of hubris, for having exceeded all limits, and 
thus jeopardized the harmony of the world. Imminent or actual ecological disaster is 
not only an infringement of universal law, but an act of self-destruction of our whole 
species. 

Poseidon





CHROMY
Anna Chromy has been showered with honors 
and distinctions over the course of her long 
career,  such as the Michelangelo Award in 
Tuscany and the Dalì and Kafka Prizes in 
Prague. She was made an Honorary Fellow of 
the National Sculpture Association of China in 
Beijing and she has been invited to show her 
works in prestigious places, such as Place 
Vendôme in Paris,  and major museums, such as 
the National Museum of China in Beijing. Anna 
is the ar tist with the largest number of works 
(70) installed in Museums and other Public 
Locations of cultural and historic significance, 
all  to be viewed on Google Maps.
Anna Chromy is best known as the creator of 
the monumental Cloak of Conscience, the 
largest sculpture ever carved into a single bloc 
of marble (250 tons).  As cofounder of The 
Conscience Institute, she developed throughout 
the years the concept of her “Conscience Ar t”,  
using her ar tworks as an educational and 
philosophical tool.  She is also the creator of the 
Chromy Award, a prize to underline the focal 
points of her philosophy.

Anna Chromy è stata ricoperta di 
r iconoscimenti e onorificenze nel corso della 
sua lunga carriera, come il Premio 
Michelangelo in Toscana e il Premio Dalì e 
Kafka a Praga. È stata nominata membro 
onorario della National Sculpture Association 
of China a Pechino ed è stata invitata a 
mostrare le sue opere in luoghi prestigiosi, 
come Place Vendôme a Parigi, e importanti 
musei, come il Museo Nazionale della Cina a 
Pechino. Anna è l 'ar tista con il maggior 
numero di opere (70) installate nei Musei e in 
altri luoghi pubblici di importanza culturale e 
storica, tutte da visualizzare su Google Maps.
Anna Chromy è conosciuta come la creatrice 
del monumentale Cloak of Conscience, la più 
grande scultura mai scolpita in un unico 
blocco di marmo (250 tonnellate). Come 
cofondatrice del The Conscience Institute, ha 
sviluppato nel corso degli anni il  concetto 
della sua "Arte della Coscienza", utilizzando le 
sue opere come strumento educativo e 
filosofico. Ha creato anche il Chromy Award, 
un premio per sottolineare i punti focali della 
sua filosofia.

ANNA



Anna Chromy’s life as artist in chronological order
Anna Chromy has been showered with honors and distinctions over the course of her long career, such as the Michelangelo 
Award in Tuscany and the Dali and Kafka Prizes in Prague. She was made an Honorary Fellow of the National Sculpture 
Association of China in Beijing and she has been invited to show her works in prestigious places, such as Place Vendôme in Paris, 
and major museums, such as the National Museum of China in Beijing. Anna is the artist with the largest number of works (70) 
installed in Museums and other Public Locations of cultural and historic signi�cance, all to be viewed on Google Maps.
Anna Chromy is best known as the creator of the monumental Cloak of Conscience, the largest sculpture ever carved into a single 
bloc of marble (250 tons). As co-founder of The Conscience Institute, she developed throughout the years the concept of her 
“Conscience Art”, using her artworks as an educational and philosophical tool. She is also the creator of the Chromy Award, a prize 
to underline the focal points of her philosophy.

2019
• Pisa, Tuscany, City Center, Sculpture Exhibition “Spiritual Archetypes”
• Cascina, Tuscany, Summer Festival Site, Sculpture Exhibition “Music Of The Rivers”
• Menton, Cote d’Azur, First “Biennale of Arte Sacra”, Presentation of the “Cloak Of Conscience” Project
• A Cloak installed at the Hadassah Medical Center at Ein Kerem, Jerusalem
• Chromy Award 2018 to former Supreme Court Justice Elyakim Rubinstein at Jerusalem

2018
• Anna Chromy “Guest of Honor” at the Kaqun Congress at the Royal Society of Medicine in London
• “Riviera Insider” and “Riviera Zeit” magazines use Anna Chromy’s sculptures as cover pages
• Museo Virtuale della Scultura e dell’Architettura (MUSA), Pietrasanta, invites Anna Chromy for an evening “Conversazione con l’Artista”
• Creation of the Series “Heroes of the Past and Today”
• Installation of a Cloak of Conscience in the newly created “Garden of Contemplation” at Redding, Connecticut, USA
• Phoenix TV organizes a trip to Bengbu, possible site for an Anna Chromy Museum in China
• Phoenix TV promotes Anna Chromy and her art on all Social Networks in China
• Phoenix Satellite TV publishes the full Website of Anna Chromy in Chinese

2017
• Creation of “Anna Chromy Channel” on YouTube with 60 videos
• Chromy Award for Valery Gerghiev, Conductor and Director of Mariinsky Theatre St. Petersburg
• Anna Chromy presents Cloak of Conscience at Dreamersday 2017, Milano
• A Cloak of Conscience becomes part of the Permanent Collection of the National Museum of China in Beijing
• A Silk Road sculpture becomes part of the Permanent Collection of Phoenix Satellite TV
• The Cloak of Conscience as Commendatore in new production of Mozart’s Don Giovanni at Aix-en-Provence Festival 2017
• Anna Chromy Sculpture Exhibition at Puccini Festival 2017, Torre del Lago Puccini, Tuscany
• Exhibition Drawings “Madame Butter�y Revisited by Anna Chromy” at Puccini Festival, Torre del Lago
• Editoriale Giorgio Mondadori, Milano, published book “Madame Butter�y Revisited by Anna Chromy”
• Installation of Gluck sculpture at City of Berching, Bavaria
• Installation of a Franz Schubert sculpture at the Music and Dance Faculty of the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague.
• Installation of a bronze portrait of Dr. Hans Krueger at Anif/Salzburg.

2016
• Prague I Prize to Anna Chromy for her artistic contribution to the Old Town
• Chromy Award for Joanna Wang Man Li (Shenzhen / Hong Kong)
• Anna Chromy Honorary President APFFF (Asia Paci�c Famous female Federation)
• AZUR TV Interview with Mayor of Menton
• Anna Chromy Health Ambassador for ELO and KAQUN Oxygen Water
• Exhibition at Phoenix International Media Center, Beijing

2015
• Installation of a C.W.Gluck at the Willibald-Gluck-Gymnasium at Neumarkt/Opf.
• CHEN LUCHEN, Director of the National Museum of China in Beijing, invites Anna Chromy for a Solo Exhibition in October at the Museum
• WU WEISHAN, General Director of the National Art Museum of China in Beijing, President of National Sculpture Academy, President of 

Chinese City Sculpture Committee, is COMMISSIONER of the Expo
• WANG CHUNCHEN, Curator and Head of the Curatorial Research Department at the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing, Adjunct Curator 
Broad Museum, Los Angeles, and Curator of the Chinese Pavilion at the Venice Biennale 2013 is the CURATOR of the Expo in the National 
Museum
• Installation of monumental “SUNSHINE GODDESS” (10 meters) at new Headquarters of Sunshine Insurance, Beijing
• Installation of “Fountain of Musicians” at Sunshine HQ, Beijing
• Installation of “Sunshine Goddess” (4 m) at Sunshine HQ in Chengdu, Sichuan
• Exhibition at “Versiliana Festival”, Marina di Pietrasanta, Installation of sculpture “Donna Anna”
• “Chromy Award” for Singer/Actor Massimo Ranieri at La Versiliana Festival, Marina di Pietrasanta
• “Dance Award” for Moses Pendleton’s Momix Dance Theatre and Giacomo Agostini, Moto World Champion, at La Versiliana Festival
• Installation of “Silk Road” sculpture at the China Pavilion, Expo 2015 Milano
• “Silk Road” trophy for the General Commissioner of China Pavilion, Mr. Wang Jinzhen
• “Golden Tea Leaf” Medals for major Chinese tea producers, China Pavilion, Expo 2015 Milano
• “Chromy Award” for Dr. Bertrand Piccard and André Borschberg, pilots and founders of “Solarimpulse”, at “Sustainability Week”, Abu Dhabi

2014
• Installation of “Ulysses” in front of the new Club House of Monaco Yacht Club
• H.S.H. Prince Albert of Monaco inaugurates a “Cloak of Conscience” in the Gardens of Grimaldi Forum
• Dr. Robert Lyons, President of Kaqun Water, receives a Chromy Award
• Creation of the Cloaks in National Colors and sale through a new e-commerce site
• Exhibition Continental Art Fair, Saint Jean Cap Ferrat, Cote d’Azur
• Anna’s works �gure prominently in “Catalogo dell’Arte Moderna” published by Edizioni Mondadori

2013
• Prince Albert II of Monaco is honored with the Chromy Award 2013 in the Prince’s Palace of Monaco
• Tony Juniper, leading UK environmentalist, receives a Chromy 2013 at Hay-on-Wye Literary Festival
• Alain Bougrain Dubourg, President of the LPO and leading French environmentalist receives a Chromy
• Philippe Pozzo di Borgo, known for his life story in the movie “The Untouchables” receives a Chromy
• AMMA, the Indian Saint and President of Embracing the World Foundation, receives a Chromy
• Installation of a fourth bust in the “Anif Pantheon” near Salzburg
• Anna is the only Foreign Master nominated as Judge in the CCTV National Sculpture Competition, Beijing
• Exhibitions at the Beijing Art Fair, Chelsea Flower Show in London, and other events
• Creation of the group “Chromatology”, a cycle of large paintings dedicated to sustainable development
• Painting “Francesco” for the new Pope

2012
• Exhibition “Spiritus Mundi” at Foshan Museum of Art
• Installation of “Olympic Spirit” at the Olympic Village London 2012 in front of Home Team GB.
• Installation of a portrait of Norio Ohga, the late President of Sony Corporation, at Anif/Salzburg
• Launch of the “Chromy Award” at the Cannes Film Festival and dedication of the �rst Trophy to Captain Paul Watson, Founder and President 
of Sea Shepherd Foundation.
• Letter of appointment as Honorary Fellow to the National Academy of Sculpture, Beijing
• Installation of an Olympic Spirit in the Gallery of the National Academy of Sculpture

2011
• Exhibition “Myths of the Mediterranean” at the old Port of Saint-Tropez
• Painting “Misericordia” created for the Beati�cation of John Paul II
• Completion of the plinth for Cloak of Conscience

2010
• Installation of ” Galileo Galilei” sculpture on the main road of Science City in Guangzhou
• Inauguration of the Chromy Art Space in Pietrasanta, Tuscany
• A “Cloak” as distinction for the Master Class in Mediation and Diplomacy of University Paris South
• The “Olivier d’Or/ Pax Medicalis 2010” is awarded to the “Gaza Doctor” Izzeldin Abuelaish
• Completion of the monumental Cloak of Conscience in Studio Michelangelo, Carrara

2009
• Inauguration of the “Christ Resurrected” in Saint Severin Church by the Archbishop of Munich
• “Equus” Trophy for Count Landsberg-Velen, Honorary President of the Order of Malta, Nuremberg

• Prince Albert II of Monaco honors the winner of the Nobel Peace prize, Elie Wiesel, with the “Olivier d’Or” created by Anna
• Creation of the “Peace Eagle” for the Foundation of Prince Albert II of Monaco
• Installation of the sculpture “Franz Schubert” at Bad Gastein, Austria
• Support of Tony Blair and his Faith Foundation for the Cloak and the Conscience Institute
• Personal exhibition at the Arts Space of the Beijing Hong Kong Jockey Club
2008
• “Premio Michelangelo”, Carrara, Tuscany, awarded to Anna Chromy
• Creation of “Olivier d’Or” Trophy for “Association Pax Medicalis”, Cote d’Azur, France
(Laureate 2008 Sister Emmanuelle, the “French Mother Theresa”)
• Installation of the group “Saint Francis with Poverty” in the Monastery of Saint Francis in Assisi
• Audience with Benedict XVI at Saint Peter’s in Rome and presentation of a model of the Cloak
• Presentation of the Cloak of Conscience project to Nicolas Sarkozy, the President of France

2007
• Installation of the “Cloak of Saint Martin” at the entrance of Cap Martin, Cote d’Azur, France
• Installation of “Saint Martin” on the altar of the Saints Chapel at Basilica di San Francesco, Assisi
• Exhibition “Mythos Europe” at the National Archaeological Museum, Athens
• Installation of a “Cloak” at the National Archaeological Museum
• Installation of a “Cloak” at Fondazione Ferrero, Alba, Italy

2006
• “Premio Voce delle Alpe Apuane” for Anna Chromy, Massa-Carrara, Tuscany
• Creation of “Premio Ulysses” for the City of Forte dei Marmi, Tuscany
• A block of 250 tons of white Carrara marble as gift of “Cave Michelangelo” to Anna Chromy
• Installation of “Carmen” and “Sisyphus” in the Museum of Modern Art of Guangzhou, China
• Installation of “Violin Player” and “Trumpet Player” at “Le Dome” building, Luxemburg

2005
• Exhibition “Mythos Europe” on Place Vendôme, Paris (20 monumental sculptures)
• Installation of “Christoph Willibald Gluck” in the State Opera House, Nurnberg, Germany
• Anna is invited as Guest of Honor at the Art Fair in Guangzhou, China

2004
• Installation of “Sisyphus” in Scuola Superiore di Sant’Anna, University of Pisa, Italy
• Installation of “Ulysses” on “Espace Cocteau”, Menton, France
• Installation of “La Bella Elvira” in the Palace of Regione Toscana, Florence, Italy
• Creation of the O�cial Poster of Tuscany for World Women’s Day 2004
• Exhibition “Il Canto di Orfeo” at Sant’Agostino Museum, Pietrasanta, Tuscany

2003
• “Medal Franz Kafka” for the life-time achievements of Anna Chromy, Prague (former laureates include: Steven Spielberg, Milos Forman, 
Norman Mailer, a.o.)
• Installation of “Marionette Dancer” at “Museo del Parco”, Porto�no, Italy
• Installation of a “Marionette Dancer” on Piazza Garibaldi, Pietrasanta, Italy
• “International Premio Salvador Dali” awarded to the surrealist artist Anna Chromy, Prague
• Bronze portrait of Karheinz Boehm for Foundation “Menschen fuer Menschen”, Vienna, Austria
• Edmund Stoiber, Prime Minister of Bavaria, receives the “Equus Trophy” created by Anna Chromy

2002
• Installation of fountain “Czech Musicians” by the Mayor of Prague I on Sénovàzné nàmesti
• “Heart of the World”, for Pope John Paul II and audience on St. Peters Square, Vatican, Rome
• “Masaryk Prize for European Reconciliation” for Anna Chromy, Prague
• Installation of a Cloak at the Philosophers Cercle of Museum C’à la Ghironda, Zola Predosa, Bologna
• Installation of bronze portrait of Count Johannes Moy, Anif/Salzburg

2001
• Installation of “Ulysses” together with the four “Constellations” at Pontile, Forte dei Marmi, Italy
• Installation of “Herbert von Karajan” sculpture at his birthplace in the center of Salzburg, Austria and inauguration with the Vienna 
Philharmonic, Riccardo Muti, Eliette von Karajan, etc.

• Installation of a bronze portrait of Herbert von Karajan at the cemetery of Anif/Salzburg, Austria
• Installation of a bronze portrait of Oscar Wilde at the Museum of Modern Art, Menton, France
• Installation of a Cloak at “Museo dei Bozzetti”, Pietrasanta, Italy

2000
• Sculpture Exhibition “Mythos Europe” as part of “Prague European Capital of Culture”
• Installation of a Cloak, or “Commendatore”, in front of Stavovské divadlò, the Prague Opera house
• Installation of “Elvira” and “Don Ottavio” in the new Headquarters of Nuernberger Versicherung
• Bronze portrait of Herbert von Karajan for State Theatre Ulm and Karajan Center Vienna

1999
• Installation of a Cloak or “Piétà” by the Archbishop of Salzburg in front of the Cathedral
• Installation of “Carmen” by Prince Rainier III at the Grimaldi Palace in Monte Carlo
• CD-Edition “Don Giovanni” by W.A. Mozart illustrated with the sculptures of Anna Chromy

1998
• Exhibition of “Don Giovanni” sculptures at Hellbrunn Castle and Garden, Salzburg

1997
• Installation of a “Cloak of Conscience” at Keitum Church, Sylt, Germany
• Installation of a “Heart for Children” at RTL Television headquarters, Cologne, Germany
• Exhibition “Don Giovanni” group at Opera de Monte Carlo and Opera Comique, Paris

1996
• Installation of a Cloak in bronze by Prince Rainier III at Grimaldi Palace, Principality of Monaco

1995
• Installation “France Triomphante” and “Leporello” at Roquebrune Cap Martin, France

1993
• Creation of “Equus Trophy” for Bavarian Equestrian Federation, Munich, Germany
• Installation of a Cloak in Museo dei Bozetti, Pietrasanta

1992
• Creation of the portrait of Oscar Wilde and of the �rst Cloak (150 cm) in bronze
• Individual gallery exhibitions of paintings in Vienna, Salzburg, Zurich and Wiesbaden
• Exhibition at the Prague Autumn Festival, creation of program and poster for the Suk orchestra
• Solo Exhibitions of Paintings at Madrid and Barcelona

1991
• Creation of “Prague Autumn”, the o�cial painting and poster for the “Prague Autumn Festival”
• Painting exhibitions at Vasarely Museum, Aix-en-Provence; Pal�y Palace Museum, Bratislava; Karolina
• University, Prague; Michailiwska Trapezna Museum, Kiev, Ukraina; National Museum Budapest

1988
• The motive of the o�cial painting of EXPO’92 is used for the �rst telephone card issue in Monaco

1986
• “Man, Earth, Universe” becomes the O�cial Painting of EXPO’92 in Seville, Cartuja Museum

1985
• “Peace On Earth”, three drawings for the United Nations in New York

1980
• Painting “To be, or not to be” with the �rst image of the Cloak of Conscience

1977
• First Solo exhibitions in the Austrian General Consulate in Munich and other parts of Bavaria
• First meeting with Salvador Dali at Hotel Meurice in Paris
• Dali at Hotel Meurice in Paris



2019
• Pisa, Tuscany, City Center, Sculpture Exhibition “Spiritual Archetypes”
• Cascina, Tuscany, Summer Festival Site, Sculpture Exhibition “Music Of The Rivers”
• Menton, Cote d’Azur, First “Biennale of Arte Sacra”, Presentation of the “Cloak Of Conscience” Project
• A Cloak installed at the Hadassah Medical Center at Ein Kerem, Jerusalem
• Chromy Award 2018 to former Supreme Court Justice Elyakim Rubinstein at Jerusalem

2018
• Anna Chromy “Guest of Honor” at the Kaqun Congress at the Royal Society of Medicine in London
• “Riviera Insider” and “Riviera Zeit” magazines use Anna Chromy’s sculptures as cover pages
• Museo Virtuale della Scultura e dell’Architettura (MUSA), Pietrasanta, invites Anna Chromy for an evening “Conversazione con l’Artista”
• Creation of the Series “Heroes of the Past and Today”
• Installation of a Cloak of Conscience in the newly created “Garden of Contemplation” at Redding, Connecticut, USA
• Phoenix TV organizes a trip to Bengbu, possible site for an Anna Chromy Museum in China
• Phoenix TV promotes Anna Chromy and her art on all Social Networks in China
• Phoenix Satellite TV publishes the full Website of Anna Chromy in Chinese

2017
• Creation of “Anna Chromy Channel” on YouTube with 60 videos
• Chromy Award for Valery Gerghiev, Conductor and Director of Mariinsky Theatre St. Petersburg
• Anna Chromy presents Cloak of Conscience at Dreamersday 2017, Milano
• A Cloak of Conscience becomes part of the Permanent Collection of the National Museum of China in Beijing
• A Silk Road sculpture becomes part of the Permanent Collection of Phoenix Satellite TV
• The Cloak of Conscience as Commendatore in new production of Mozart’s Don Giovanni at Aix-en-Provence Festival 2017
• Anna Chromy Sculpture Exhibition at Puccini Festival 2017, Torre del Lago Puccini, Tuscany
• Exhibition Drawings “Madame Butter�y Revisited by Anna Chromy” at Puccini Festival, Torre del Lago
• Editoriale Giorgio Mondadori, Milano, published book “Madame Butter�y Revisited by Anna Chromy”
• Installation of Gluck sculpture at City of Berching, Bavaria
• Installation of a Franz Schubert sculpture at the Music and Dance Faculty of the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague.
• Installation of a bronze portrait of Dr. Hans Krueger at Anif/Salzburg.

2016
• Prague I Prize to Anna Chromy for her artistic contribution to the Old Town
• Chromy Award for Joanna Wang Man Li (Shenzhen / Hong Kong)
• Anna Chromy Honorary President APFFF (Asia Paci�c Famous female Federation)
• AZUR TV Interview with Mayor of Menton
• Anna Chromy Health Ambassador for ELO and KAQUN Oxygen Water
• Exhibition at Phoenix International Media Center, Beijing

2015
• Installation of a C.W.Gluck at the Willibald-Gluck-Gymnasium at Neumarkt/Opf.
• CHEN LUCHEN, Director of the National Museum of China in Beijing, invites Anna Chromy for a Solo Exhibition in October at the Museum
• WU WEISHAN, General Director of the National Art Museum of China in Beijing, President of National Sculpture Academy, President of 

Chinese City Sculpture Committee, is COMMISSIONER of the Expo
• WANG CHUNCHEN, Curator and Head of the Curatorial Research Department at the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing, Adjunct Curator 
Broad Museum, Los Angeles, and Curator of the Chinese Pavilion at the Venice Biennale 2013 is the CURATOR of the Expo in the National 
Museum
• Installation of monumental “SUNSHINE GODDESS” (10 meters) at new Headquarters of Sunshine Insurance, Beijing
• Installation of “Fountain of Musicians” at Sunshine HQ, Beijing
• Installation of “Sunshine Goddess” (4 m) at Sunshine HQ in Chengdu, Sichuan
• Exhibition at “Versiliana Festival”, Marina di Pietrasanta, Installation of sculpture “Donna Anna”
• “Chromy Award” for Singer/Actor Massimo Ranieri at La Versiliana Festival, Marina di Pietrasanta
• “Dance Award” for Moses Pendleton’s Momix Dance Theatre and Giacomo Agostini, Moto World Champion, at La Versiliana Festival
• Installation of “Silk Road” sculpture at the China Pavilion, Expo 2015 Milano
• “Silk Road” trophy for the General Commissioner of China Pavilion, Mr. Wang Jinzhen
• “Golden Tea Leaf” Medals for major Chinese tea producers, China Pavilion, Expo 2015 Milano
• “Chromy Award” for Dr. Bertrand Piccard and André Borschberg, pilots and founders of “Solarimpulse”, at “Sustainability Week”, Abu Dhabi

2014
• Installation of “Ulysses” in front of the new Club House of Monaco Yacht Club
• H.S.H. Prince Albert of Monaco inaugurates a “Cloak of Conscience” in the Gardens of Grimaldi Forum
• Dr. Robert Lyons, President of Kaqun Water, receives a Chromy Award
• Creation of the Cloaks in National Colors and sale through a new e-commerce site
• Exhibition Continental Art Fair, Saint Jean Cap Ferrat, Cote d’Azur
• Anna’s works �gure prominently in “Catalogo dell’Arte Moderna” published by Edizioni Mondadori

2013
• Prince Albert II of Monaco is honored with the Chromy Award 2013 in the Prince’s Palace of Monaco
• Tony Juniper, leading UK environmentalist, receives a Chromy 2013 at Hay-on-Wye Literary Festival
• Alain Bougrain Dubourg, President of the LPO and leading French environmentalist receives a Chromy
• Philippe Pozzo di Borgo, known for his life story in the movie “The Untouchables” receives a Chromy
• AMMA, the Indian Saint and President of Embracing the World Foundation, receives a Chromy
• Installation of a fourth bust in the “Anif Pantheon” near Salzburg
• Anna is the only Foreign Master nominated as Judge in the CCTV National Sculpture Competition, Beijing
• Exhibitions at the Beijing Art Fair, Chelsea Flower Show in London, and other events
• Creation of the group “Chromatology”, a cycle of large paintings dedicated to sustainable development
• Painting “Francesco” for the new Pope

2012
• Exhibition “Spiritus Mundi” at Foshan Museum of Art
• Installation of “Olympic Spirit” at the Olympic Village London 2012 in front of Home Team GB.
• Installation of a portrait of Norio Ohga, the late President of Sony Corporation, at Anif/Salzburg
• Launch of the “Chromy Award” at the Cannes Film Festival and dedication of the �rst Trophy to Captain Paul Watson, Founder and President 
of Sea Shepherd Foundation.
• Letter of appointment as Honorary Fellow to the National Academy of Sculpture, Beijing
• Installation of an Olympic Spirit in the Gallery of the National Academy of Sculpture

2011
• Exhibition “Myths of the Mediterranean” at the old Port of Saint-Tropez
• Painting “Misericordia” created for the Beati�cation of John Paul II
• Completion of the plinth for Cloak of Conscience

2010
• Installation of ” Galileo Galilei” sculpture on the main road of Science City in Guangzhou
• Inauguration of the Chromy Art Space in Pietrasanta, Tuscany
• A “Cloak” as distinction for the Master Class in Mediation and Diplomacy of University Paris South
• The “Olivier d’Or/ Pax Medicalis 2010” is awarded to the “Gaza Doctor” Izzeldin Abuelaish
• Completion of the monumental Cloak of Conscience in Studio Michelangelo, Carrara

2009
• Inauguration of the “Christ Resurrected” in Saint Severin Church by the Archbishop of Munich
• “Equus” Trophy for Count Landsberg-Velen, Honorary President of the Order of Malta, Nuremberg

• Prince Albert II of Monaco honors the winner of the Nobel Peace prize, Elie Wiesel, with the “Olivier d’Or” created by Anna
• Creation of the “Peace Eagle” for the Foundation of Prince Albert II of Monaco
• Installation of the sculpture “Franz Schubert” at Bad Gastein, Austria
• Support of Tony Blair and his Faith Foundation for the Cloak and the Conscience Institute
• Personal exhibition at the Arts Space of the Beijing Hong Kong Jockey Club
2008
• “Premio Michelangelo”, Carrara, Tuscany, awarded to Anna Chromy
• Creation of “Olivier d’Or” Trophy for “Association Pax Medicalis”, Cote d’Azur, France
(Laureate 2008 Sister Emmanuelle, the “French Mother Theresa”)
• Installation of the group “Saint Francis with Poverty” in the Monastery of Saint Francis in Assisi
• Audience with Benedict XVI at Saint Peter’s in Rome and presentation of a model of the Cloak
• Presentation of the Cloak of Conscience project to Nicolas Sarkozy, the President of France

2007
• Installation of the “Cloak of Saint Martin” at the entrance of Cap Martin, Cote d’Azur, France
• Installation of “Saint Martin” on the altar of the Saints Chapel at Basilica di San Francesco, Assisi
• Exhibition “Mythos Europe” at the National Archaeological Museum, Athens
• Installation of a “Cloak” at the National Archaeological Museum
• Installation of a “Cloak” at Fondazione Ferrero, Alba, Italy

2006
• “Premio Voce delle Alpe Apuane” for Anna Chromy, Massa-Carrara, Tuscany
• Creation of “Premio Ulysses” for the City of Forte dei Marmi, Tuscany
• A block of 250 tons of white Carrara marble as gift of “Cave Michelangelo” to Anna Chromy
• Installation of “Carmen” and “Sisyphus” in the Museum of Modern Art of Guangzhou, China
• Installation of “Violin Player” and “Trumpet Player” at “Le Dome” building, Luxemburg

2005
• Exhibition “Mythos Europe” on Place Vendôme, Paris (20 monumental sculptures)
• Installation of “Christoph Willibald Gluck” in the State Opera House, Nurnberg, Germany
• Anna is invited as Guest of Honor at the Art Fair in Guangzhou, China

2004
• Installation of “Sisyphus” in Scuola Superiore di Sant’Anna, University of Pisa, Italy
• Installation of “Ulysses” on “Espace Cocteau”, Menton, France
• Installation of “La Bella Elvira” in the Palace of Regione Toscana, Florence, Italy
• Creation of the O�cial Poster of Tuscany for World Women’s Day 2004
• Exhibition “Il Canto di Orfeo” at Sant’Agostino Museum, Pietrasanta, Tuscany

2003
• “Medal Franz Kafka” for the life-time achievements of Anna Chromy, Prague (former laureates include: Steven Spielberg, Milos Forman, 
Norman Mailer, a.o.)
• Installation of “Marionette Dancer” at “Museo del Parco”, Porto�no, Italy
• Installation of a “Marionette Dancer” on Piazza Garibaldi, Pietrasanta, Italy
• “International Premio Salvador Dali” awarded to the surrealist artist Anna Chromy, Prague
• Bronze portrait of Karheinz Boehm for Foundation “Menschen fuer Menschen”, Vienna, Austria
• Edmund Stoiber, Prime Minister of Bavaria, receives the “Equus Trophy” created by Anna Chromy

2002
• Installation of fountain “Czech Musicians” by the Mayor of Prague I on Sénovàzné nàmesti
• “Heart of the World”, for Pope John Paul II and audience on St. Peters Square, Vatican, Rome
• “Masaryk Prize for European Reconciliation” for Anna Chromy, Prague
• Installation of a Cloak at the Philosophers Cercle of Museum C’à la Ghironda, Zola Predosa, Bologna
• Installation of bronze portrait of Count Johannes Moy, Anif/Salzburg

2001
• Installation of “Ulysses” together with the four “Constellations” at Pontile, Forte dei Marmi, Italy
• Installation of “Herbert von Karajan” sculpture at his birthplace in the center of Salzburg, Austria and inauguration with the Vienna 
Philharmonic, Riccardo Muti, Eliette von Karajan, etc.

• Installation of a bronze portrait of Herbert von Karajan at the cemetery of Anif/Salzburg, Austria
• Installation of a bronze portrait of Oscar Wilde at the Museum of Modern Art, Menton, France
• Installation of a Cloak at “Museo dei Bozzetti”, Pietrasanta, Italy

2000
• Sculpture Exhibition “Mythos Europe” as part of “Prague European Capital of Culture”
• Installation of a Cloak, or “Commendatore”, in front of Stavovské divadlò, the Prague Opera house
• Installation of “Elvira” and “Don Ottavio” in the new Headquarters of Nuernberger Versicherung
• Bronze portrait of Herbert von Karajan for State Theatre Ulm and Karajan Center Vienna

1999
• Installation of a Cloak or “Piétà” by the Archbishop of Salzburg in front of the Cathedral
• Installation of “Carmen” by Prince Rainier III at the Grimaldi Palace in Monte Carlo
• CD-Edition “Don Giovanni” by W.A. Mozart illustrated with the sculptures of Anna Chromy

1998
• Exhibition of “Don Giovanni” sculptures at Hellbrunn Castle and Garden, Salzburg

1997
• Installation of a “Cloak of Conscience” at Keitum Church, Sylt, Germany
• Installation of a “Heart for Children” at RTL Television headquarters, Cologne, Germany
• Exhibition “Don Giovanni” group at Opera de Monte Carlo and Opera Comique, Paris

1996
• Installation of a Cloak in bronze by Prince Rainier III at Grimaldi Palace, Principality of Monaco

1995
• Installation “France Triomphante” and “Leporello” at Roquebrune Cap Martin, France

1993
• Creation of “Equus Trophy” for Bavarian Equestrian Federation, Munich, Germany
• Installation of a Cloak in Museo dei Bozetti, Pietrasanta

1992
• Creation of the portrait of Oscar Wilde and of the �rst Cloak (150 cm) in bronze
• Individual gallery exhibitions of paintings in Vienna, Salzburg, Zurich and Wiesbaden
• Exhibition at the Prague Autumn Festival, creation of program and poster for the Suk orchestra
• Solo Exhibitions of Paintings at Madrid and Barcelona

1991
• Creation of “Prague Autumn”, the o�cial painting and poster for the “Prague Autumn Festival”
• Painting exhibitions at Vasarely Museum, Aix-en-Provence; Pal�y Palace Museum, Bratislava; Karolina
• University, Prague; Michailiwska Trapezna Museum, Kiev, Ukraina; National Museum Budapest

1988
• The motive of the o�cial painting of EXPO’92 is used for the �rst telephone card issue in Monaco

1986
• “Man, Earth, Universe” becomes the O�cial Painting of EXPO’92 in Seville, Cartuja Museum

1985
• “Peace On Earth”, three drawings for the United Nations in New York

1980
• Painting “To be, or not to be” with the �rst image of the Cloak of Conscience

1977
• First Solo exhibitions in the Austrian General Consulate in Munich and other parts of Bavaria
• First meeting with Salvador Dali at Hotel Meurice in Paris
• Dali at Hotel Meurice in Paris



2019
• Pisa, Tuscany, City Center, Sculpture Exhibition “Spiritual Archetypes”
• Cascina, Tuscany, Summer Festival Site, Sculpture Exhibition “Music Of The Rivers”
• Menton, Cote d’Azur, First “Biennale of Arte Sacra”, Presentation of the “Cloak Of Conscience” Project
• A Cloak installed at the Hadassah Medical Center at Ein Kerem, Jerusalem
• Chromy Award 2018 to former Supreme Court Justice Elyakim Rubinstein at Jerusalem

2018
• Anna Chromy “Guest of Honor” at the Kaqun Congress at the Royal Society of Medicine in London
• “Riviera Insider” and “Riviera Zeit” magazines use Anna Chromy’s sculptures as cover pages
• Museo Virtuale della Scultura e dell’Architettura (MUSA), Pietrasanta, invites Anna Chromy for an evening “Conversazione con l’Artista”
• Creation of the Series “Heroes of the Past and Today”
• Installation of a Cloak of Conscience in the newly created “Garden of Contemplation” at Redding, Connecticut, USA
• Phoenix TV organizes a trip to Bengbu, possible site for an Anna Chromy Museum in China
• Phoenix TV promotes Anna Chromy and her art on all Social Networks in China
• Phoenix Satellite TV publishes the full Website of Anna Chromy in Chinese

2017
• Creation of “Anna Chromy Channel” on YouTube with 60 videos
• Chromy Award for Valery Gerghiev, Conductor and Director of Mariinsky Theatre St. Petersburg
• Anna Chromy presents Cloak of Conscience at Dreamersday 2017, Milano
• A Cloak of Conscience becomes part of the Permanent Collection of the National Museum of China in Beijing
• A Silk Road sculpture becomes part of the Permanent Collection of Phoenix Satellite TV
• The Cloak of Conscience as Commendatore in new production of Mozart’s Don Giovanni at Aix-en-Provence Festival 2017
• Anna Chromy Sculpture Exhibition at Puccini Festival 2017, Torre del Lago Puccini, Tuscany
• Exhibition Drawings “Madame Butter�y Revisited by Anna Chromy” at Puccini Festival, Torre del Lago
• Editoriale Giorgio Mondadori, Milano, published book “Madame Butter�y Revisited by Anna Chromy”
• Installation of Gluck sculpture at City of Berching, Bavaria
• Installation of a Franz Schubert sculpture at the Music and Dance Faculty of the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague.
• Installation of a bronze portrait of Dr. Hans Krueger at Anif/Salzburg.

2016
• Prague I Prize to Anna Chromy for her artistic contribution to the Old Town
• Chromy Award for Joanna Wang Man Li (Shenzhen / Hong Kong)
• Anna Chromy Honorary President APFFF (Asia Paci�c Famous female Federation)
• AZUR TV Interview with Mayor of Menton
• Anna Chromy Health Ambassador for ELO and KAQUN Oxygen Water
• Exhibition at Phoenix International Media Center, Beijing

2015
• Installation of a C.W.Gluck at the Willibald-Gluck-Gymnasium at Neumarkt/Opf.
• CHEN LUCHEN, Director of the National Museum of China in Beijing, invites Anna Chromy for a Solo Exhibition in October at the Museum
• WU WEISHAN, General Director of the National Art Museum of China in Beijing, President of National Sculpture Academy, President of 

Chinese City Sculpture Committee, is COMMISSIONER of the Expo
• WANG CHUNCHEN, Curator and Head of the Curatorial Research Department at the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing, Adjunct Curator 
Broad Museum, Los Angeles, and Curator of the Chinese Pavilion at the Venice Biennale 2013 is the CURATOR of the Expo in the National 
Museum
• Installation of monumental “SUNSHINE GODDESS” (10 meters) at new Headquarters of Sunshine Insurance, Beijing
• Installation of “Fountain of Musicians” at Sunshine HQ, Beijing
• Installation of “Sunshine Goddess” (4 m) at Sunshine HQ in Chengdu, Sichuan
• Exhibition at “Versiliana Festival”, Marina di Pietrasanta, Installation of sculpture “Donna Anna”
• “Chromy Award” for Singer/Actor Massimo Ranieri at La Versiliana Festival, Marina di Pietrasanta
• “Dance Award” for Moses Pendleton’s Momix Dance Theatre and Giacomo Agostini, Moto World Champion, at La Versiliana Festival
• Installation of “Silk Road” sculpture at the China Pavilion, Expo 2015 Milano
• “Silk Road” trophy for the General Commissioner of China Pavilion, Mr. Wang Jinzhen
• “Golden Tea Leaf” Medals for major Chinese tea producers, China Pavilion, Expo 2015 Milano
• “Chromy Award” for Dr. Bertrand Piccard and André Borschberg, pilots and founders of “Solarimpulse”, at “Sustainability Week”, Abu Dhabi

2014
• Installation of “Ulysses” in front of the new Club House of Monaco Yacht Club
• H.S.H. Prince Albert of Monaco inaugurates a “Cloak of Conscience” in the Gardens of Grimaldi Forum
• Dr. Robert Lyons, President of Kaqun Water, receives a Chromy Award
• Creation of the Cloaks in National Colors and sale through a new e-commerce site
• Exhibition Continental Art Fair, Saint Jean Cap Ferrat, Cote d’Azur
• Anna’s works �gure prominently in “Catalogo dell’Arte Moderna” published by Edizioni Mondadori

2013
• Prince Albert II of Monaco is honored with the Chromy Award 2013 in the Prince’s Palace of Monaco
• Tony Juniper, leading UK environmentalist, receives a Chromy 2013 at Hay-on-Wye Literary Festival
• Alain Bougrain Dubourg, President of the LPO and leading French environmentalist receives a Chromy
• Philippe Pozzo di Borgo, known for his life story in the movie “The Untouchables” receives a Chromy
• AMMA, the Indian Saint and President of Embracing the World Foundation, receives a Chromy
• Installation of a fourth bust in the “Anif Pantheon” near Salzburg
• Anna is the only Foreign Master nominated as Judge in the CCTV National Sculpture Competition, Beijing
• Exhibitions at the Beijing Art Fair, Chelsea Flower Show in London, and other events
• Creation of the group “Chromatology”, a cycle of large paintings dedicated to sustainable development
• Painting “Francesco” for the new Pope

2012
• Exhibition “Spiritus Mundi” at Foshan Museum of Art
• Installation of “Olympic Spirit” at the Olympic Village London 2012 in front of Home Team GB.
• Installation of a portrait of Norio Ohga, the late President of Sony Corporation, at Anif/Salzburg
• Launch of the “Chromy Award” at the Cannes Film Festival and dedication of the �rst Trophy to Captain Paul Watson, Founder and President 
of Sea Shepherd Foundation.
• Letter of appointment as Honorary Fellow to the National Academy of Sculpture, Beijing
• Installation of an Olympic Spirit in the Gallery of the National Academy of Sculpture

2011
• Exhibition “Myths of the Mediterranean” at the old Port of Saint-Tropez
• Painting “Misericordia” created for the Beati�cation of John Paul II
• Completion of the plinth for Cloak of Conscience

2010
• Installation of ” Galileo Galilei” sculpture on the main road of Science City in Guangzhou
• Inauguration of the Chromy Art Space in Pietrasanta, Tuscany
• A “Cloak” as distinction for the Master Class in Mediation and Diplomacy of University Paris South
• The “Olivier d’Or/ Pax Medicalis 2010” is awarded to the “Gaza Doctor” Izzeldin Abuelaish
• Completion of the monumental Cloak of Conscience in Studio Michelangelo, Carrara

2009
• Inauguration of the “Christ Resurrected” in Saint Severin Church by the Archbishop of Munich
• “Equus” Trophy for Count Landsberg-Velen, Honorary President of the Order of Malta, Nuremberg

• Prince Albert II of Monaco honors the winner of the Nobel Peace prize, Elie Wiesel, with the “Olivier d’Or” created by Anna
• Creation of the “Peace Eagle” for the Foundation of Prince Albert II of Monaco
• Installation of the sculpture “Franz Schubert” at Bad Gastein, Austria
• Support of Tony Blair and his Faith Foundation for the Cloak and the Conscience Institute
• Personal exhibition at the Arts Space of the Beijing Hong Kong Jockey Club
2008
• “Premio Michelangelo”, Carrara, Tuscany, awarded to Anna Chromy
• Creation of “Olivier d’Or” Trophy for “Association Pax Medicalis”, Cote d’Azur, France
(Laureate 2008 Sister Emmanuelle, the “French Mother Theresa”)
• Installation of the group “Saint Francis with Poverty” in the Monastery of Saint Francis in Assisi
• Audience with Benedict XVI at Saint Peter’s in Rome and presentation of a model of the Cloak
• Presentation of the Cloak of Conscience project to Nicolas Sarkozy, the President of France

2007
• Installation of the “Cloak of Saint Martin” at the entrance of Cap Martin, Cote d’Azur, France
• Installation of “Saint Martin” on the altar of the Saints Chapel at Basilica di San Francesco, Assisi
• Exhibition “Mythos Europe” at the National Archaeological Museum, Athens
• Installation of a “Cloak” at the National Archaeological Museum
• Installation of a “Cloak” at Fondazione Ferrero, Alba, Italy

2006
• “Premio Voce delle Alpe Apuane” for Anna Chromy, Massa-Carrara, Tuscany
• Creation of “Premio Ulysses” for the City of Forte dei Marmi, Tuscany
• A block of 250 tons of white Carrara marble as gift of “Cave Michelangelo” to Anna Chromy
• Installation of “Carmen” and “Sisyphus” in the Museum of Modern Art of Guangzhou, China
• Installation of “Violin Player” and “Trumpet Player” at “Le Dome” building, Luxemburg

2005
• Exhibition “Mythos Europe” on Place Vendôme, Paris (20 monumental sculptures)
• Installation of “Christoph Willibald Gluck” in the State Opera House, Nurnberg, Germany
• Anna is invited as Guest of Honor at the Art Fair in Guangzhou, China

2004
• Installation of “Sisyphus” in Scuola Superiore di Sant’Anna, University of Pisa, Italy
• Installation of “Ulysses” on “Espace Cocteau”, Menton, France
• Installation of “La Bella Elvira” in the Palace of Regione Toscana, Florence, Italy
• Creation of the O�cial Poster of Tuscany for World Women’s Day 2004
• Exhibition “Il Canto di Orfeo” at Sant’Agostino Museum, Pietrasanta, Tuscany

2003
• “Medal Franz Kafka” for the life-time achievements of Anna Chromy, Prague (former laureates include: Steven Spielberg, Milos Forman, 
Norman Mailer, a.o.)
• Installation of “Marionette Dancer” at “Museo del Parco”, Porto�no, Italy
• Installation of a “Marionette Dancer” on Piazza Garibaldi, Pietrasanta, Italy
• “International Premio Salvador Dali” awarded to the surrealist artist Anna Chromy, Prague
• Bronze portrait of Karheinz Boehm for Foundation “Menschen fuer Menschen”, Vienna, Austria
• Edmund Stoiber, Prime Minister of Bavaria, receives the “Equus Trophy” created by Anna Chromy

2002
• Installation of fountain “Czech Musicians” by the Mayor of Prague I on Sénovàzné nàmesti
• “Heart of the World”, for Pope John Paul II and audience on St. Peters Square, Vatican, Rome
• “Masaryk Prize for European Reconciliation” for Anna Chromy, Prague
• Installation of a Cloak at the Philosophers Cercle of Museum C’à la Ghironda, Zola Predosa, Bologna
• Installation of bronze portrait of Count Johannes Moy, Anif/Salzburg

2001
• Installation of “Ulysses” together with the four “Constellations” at Pontile, Forte dei Marmi, Italy
• Installation of “Herbert von Karajan” sculpture at his birthplace in the center of Salzburg, Austria and inauguration with the Vienna 
Philharmonic, Riccardo Muti, Eliette von Karajan, etc.

• Installation of a bronze portrait of Herbert von Karajan at the cemetery of Anif/Salzburg, Austria
• Installation of a bronze portrait of Oscar Wilde at the Museum of Modern Art, Menton, France
• Installation of a Cloak at “Museo dei Bozzetti”, Pietrasanta, Italy

2000
• Sculpture Exhibition “Mythos Europe” as part of “Prague European Capital of Culture”
• Installation of a Cloak, or “Commendatore”, in front of Stavovské divadlò, the Prague Opera house
• Installation of “Elvira” and “Don Ottavio” in the new Headquarters of Nuernberger Versicherung
• Bronze portrait of Herbert von Karajan for State Theatre Ulm and Karajan Center Vienna

1999
• Installation of a Cloak or “Piétà” by the Archbishop of Salzburg in front of the Cathedral
• Installation of “Carmen” by Prince Rainier III at the Grimaldi Palace in Monte Carlo
• CD-Edition “Don Giovanni” by W.A. Mozart illustrated with the sculptures of Anna Chromy

1998
• Exhibition of “Don Giovanni” sculptures at Hellbrunn Castle and Garden, Salzburg

1997
• Installation of a “Cloak of Conscience” at Keitum Church, Sylt, Germany
• Installation of a “Heart for Children” at RTL Television headquarters, Cologne, Germany
• Exhibition “Don Giovanni” group at Opera de Monte Carlo and Opera Comique, Paris

1996
• Installation of a Cloak in bronze by Prince Rainier III at Grimaldi Palace, Principality of Monaco

1995
• Installation “France Triomphante” and “Leporello” at Roquebrune Cap Martin, France

1993
• Creation of “Equus Trophy” for Bavarian Equestrian Federation, Munich, Germany
• Installation of a Cloak in Museo dei Bozetti, Pietrasanta

1992
• Creation of the portrait of Oscar Wilde and of the �rst Cloak (150 cm) in bronze
• Individual gallery exhibitions of paintings in Vienna, Salzburg, Zurich and Wiesbaden
• Exhibition at the Prague Autumn Festival, creation of program and poster for the Suk orchestra
• Solo Exhibitions of Paintings at Madrid and Barcelona

1991
• Creation of “Prague Autumn”, the o�cial painting and poster for the “Prague Autumn Festival”
• Painting exhibitions at Vasarely Museum, Aix-en-Provence; Pal�y Palace Museum, Bratislava; Karolina
• University, Prague; Michailiwska Trapezna Museum, Kiev, Ukraina; National Museum Budapest

1988
• The motive of the o�cial painting of EXPO’92 is used for the �rst telephone card issue in Monaco

1986
• “Man, Earth, Universe” becomes the O�cial Painting of EXPO’92 in Seville, Cartuja Museum

1985
• “Peace On Earth”, three drawings for the United Nations in New York

1980
• Painting “To be, or not to be” with the �rst image of the Cloak of Conscience

1977
• First Solo exhibitions in the Austrian General Consulate in Munich and other parts of Bavaria
• First meeting with Salvador Dali at Hotel Meurice in Paris
• Dali at Hotel Meurice in Paris



2019
• Pisa, Tuscany, City Center, Sculpture Exhibition “Spiritual Archetypes”
• Cascina, Tuscany, Summer Festival Site, Sculpture Exhibition “Music Of The Rivers”
• Menton, Cote d’Azur, First “Biennale of Arte Sacra”, Presentation of the “Cloak Of Conscience” Project
• A Cloak installed at the Hadassah Medical Center at Ein Kerem, Jerusalem
• Chromy Award 2018 to former Supreme Court Justice Elyakim Rubinstein at Jerusalem

2018
• Anna Chromy “Guest of Honor” at the Kaqun Congress at the Royal Society of Medicine in London
• “Riviera Insider” and “Riviera Zeit” magazines use Anna Chromy’s sculptures as cover pages
• Museo Virtuale della Scultura e dell’Architettura (MUSA), Pietrasanta, invites Anna Chromy for an evening “Conversazione con l’Artista”
• Creation of the Series “Heroes of the Past and Today”
• Installation of a Cloak of Conscience in the newly created “Garden of Contemplation” at Redding, Connecticut, USA
• Phoenix TV organizes a trip to Bengbu, possible site for an Anna Chromy Museum in China
• Phoenix TV promotes Anna Chromy and her art on all Social Networks in China
• Phoenix Satellite TV publishes the full Website of Anna Chromy in Chinese

2017
• Creation of “Anna Chromy Channel” on YouTube with 60 videos
• Chromy Award for Valery Gerghiev, Conductor and Director of Mariinsky Theatre St. Petersburg
• Anna Chromy presents Cloak of Conscience at Dreamersday 2017, Milano
• A Cloak of Conscience becomes part of the Permanent Collection of the National Museum of China in Beijing
• A Silk Road sculpture becomes part of the Permanent Collection of Phoenix Satellite TV
• The Cloak of Conscience as Commendatore in new production of Mozart’s Don Giovanni at Aix-en-Provence Festival 2017
• Anna Chromy Sculpture Exhibition at Puccini Festival 2017, Torre del Lago Puccini, Tuscany
• Exhibition Drawings “Madame Butter�y Revisited by Anna Chromy” at Puccini Festival, Torre del Lago
• Editoriale Giorgio Mondadori, Milano, published book “Madame Butter�y Revisited by Anna Chromy”
• Installation of Gluck sculpture at City of Berching, Bavaria
• Installation of a Franz Schubert sculpture at the Music and Dance Faculty of the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague.
• Installation of a bronze portrait of Dr. Hans Krueger at Anif/Salzburg.

2016
• Prague I Prize to Anna Chromy for her artistic contribution to the Old Town
• Chromy Award for Joanna Wang Man Li (Shenzhen / Hong Kong)
• Anna Chromy Honorary President APFFF (Asia Paci�c Famous female Federation)
• AZUR TV Interview with Mayor of Menton
• Anna Chromy Health Ambassador for ELO and KAQUN Oxygen Water
• Exhibition at Phoenix International Media Center, Beijing

2015
• Installation of a C.W.Gluck at the Willibald-Gluck-Gymnasium at Neumarkt/Opf.
• CHEN LUCHEN, Director of the National Museum of China in Beijing, invites Anna Chromy for a Solo Exhibition in October at the Museum
• WU WEISHAN, General Director of the National Art Museum of China in Beijing, President of National Sculpture Academy, President of 

Chinese City Sculpture Committee, is COMMISSIONER of the Expo
• WANG CHUNCHEN, Curator and Head of the Curatorial Research Department at the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing, Adjunct Curator 
Broad Museum, Los Angeles, and Curator of the Chinese Pavilion at the Venice Biennale 2013 is the CURATOR of the Expo in the National 
Museum
• Installation of monumental “SUNSHINE GODDESS” (10 meters) at new Headquarters of Sunshine Insurance, Beijing
• Installation of “Fountain of Musicians” at Sunshine HQ, Beijing
• Installation of “Sunshine Goddess” (4 m) at Sunshine HQ in Chengdu, Sichuan
• Exhibition at “Versiliana Festival”, Marina di Pietrasanta, Installation of sculpture “Donna Anna”
• “Chromy Award” for Singer/Actor Massimo Ranieri at La Versiliana Festival, Marina di Pietrasanta
• “Dance Award” for Moses Pendleton’s Momix Dance Theatre and Giacomo Agostini, Moto World Champion, at La Versiliana Festival
• Installation of “Silk Road” sculpture at the China Pavilion, Expo 2015 Milano
• “Silk Road” trophy for the General Commissioner of China Pavilion, Mr. Wang Jinzhen
• “Golden Tea Leaf” Medals for major Chinese tea producers, China Pavilion, Expo 2015 Milano
• “Chromy Award” for Dr. Bertrand Piccard and André Borschberg, pilots and founders of “Solarimpulse”, at “Sustainability Week”, Abu Dhabi

2014
• Installation of “Ulysses” in front of the new Club House of Monaco Yacht Club
• H.S.H. Prince Albert of Monaco inaugurates a “Cloak of Conscience” in the Gardens of Grimaldi Forum
• Dr. Robert Lyons, President of Kaqun Water, receives a Chromy Award
• Creation of the Cloaks in National Colors and sale through a new e-commerce site
• Exhibition Continental Art Fair, Saint Jean Cap Ferrat, Cote d’Azur
• Anna’s works �gure prominently in “Catalogo dell’Arte Moderna” published by Edizioni Mondadori

2013
• Prince Albert II of Monaco is honored with the Chromy Award 2013 in the Prince’s Palace of Monaco
• Tony Juniper, leading UK environmentalist, receives a Chromy 2013 at Hay-on-Wye Literary Festival
• Alain Bougrain Dubourg, President of the LPO and leading French environmentalist receives a Chromy
• Philippe Pozzo di Borgo, known for his life story in the movie “The Untouchables” receives a Chromy
• AMMA, the Indian Saint and President of Embracing the World Foundation, receives a Chromy
• Installation of a fourth bust in the “Anif Pantheon” near Salzburg
• Anna is the only Foreign Master nominated as Judge in the CCTV National Sculpture Competition, Beijing
• Exhibitions at the Beijing Art Fair, Chelsea Flower Show in London, and other events
• Creation of the group “Chromatology”, a cycle of large paintings dedicated to sustainable development
• Painting “Francesco” for the new Pope

2012
• Exhibition “Spiritus Mundi” at Foshan Museum of Art
• Installation of “Olympic Spirit” at the Olympic Village London 2012 in front of Home Team GB.
• Installation of a portrait of Norio Ohga, the late President of Sony Corporation, at Anif/Salzburg
• Launch of the “Chromy Award” at the Cannes Film Festival and dedication of the �rst Trophy to Captain Paul Watson, Founder and President 
of Sea Shepherd Foundation.
• Letter of appointment as Honorary Fellow to the National Academy of Sculpture, Beijing
• Installation of an Olympic Spirit in the Gallery of the National Academy of Sculpture

2011
• Exhibition “Myths of the Mediterranean” at the old Port of Saint-Tropez
• Painting “Misericordia” created for the Beati�cation of John Paul II
• Completion of the plinth for Cloak of Conscience

2010
• Installation of ” Galileo Galilei” sculpture on the main road of Science City in Guangzhou
• Inauguration of the Chromy Art Space in Pietrasanta, Tuscany
• A “Cloak” as distinction for the Master Class in Mediation and Diplomacy of University Paris South
• The “Olivier d’Or/ Pax Medicalis 2010” is awarded to the “Gaza Doctor” Izzeldin Abuelaish
• Completion of the monumental Cloak of Conscience in Studio Michelangelo, Carrara

2009
• Inauguration of the “Christ Resurrected” in Saint Severin Church by the Archbishop of Munich
• “Equus” Trophy for Count Landsberg-Velen, Honorary President of the Order of Malta, Nuremberg

• Prince Albert II of Monaco honors the winner of the Nobel Peace prize, Elie Wiesel, with the “Olivier d’Or” created by Anna
• Creation of the “Peace Eagle” for the Foundation of Prince Albert II of Monaco
• Installation of the sculpture “Franz Schubert” at Bad Gastein, Austria
• Support of Tony Blair and his Faith Foundation for the Cloak and the Conscience Institute
• Personal exhibition at the Arts Space of the Beijing Hong Kong Jockey Club
2008
• “Premio Michelangelo”, Carrara, Tuscany, awarded to Anna Chromy
• Creation of “Olivier d’Or” Trophy for “Association Pax Medicalis”, Cote d’Azur, France
(Laureate 2008 Sister Emmanuelle, the “French Mother Theresa”)
• Installation of the group “Saint Francis with Poverty” in the Monastery of Saint Francis in Assisi
• Audience with Benedict XVI at Saint Peter’s in Rome and presentation of a model of the Cloak
• Presentation of the Cloak of Conscience project to Nicolas Sarkozy, the President of France

2007
• Installation of the “Cloak of Saint Martin” at the entrance of Cap Martin, Cote d’Azur, France
• Installation of “Saint Martin” on the altar of the Saints Chapel at Basilica di San Francesco, Assisi
• Exhibition “Mythos Europe” at the National Archaeological Museum, Athens
• Installation of a “Cloak” at the National Archaeological Museum
• Installation of a “Cloak” at Fondazione Ferrero, Alba, Italy

2006
• “Premio Voce delle Alpe Apuane” for Anna Chromy, Massa-Carrara, Tuscany
• Creation of “Premio Ulysses” for the City of Forte dei Marmi, Tuscany
• A block of 250 tons of white Carrara marble as gift of “Cave Michelangelo” to Anna Chromy
• Installation of “Carmen” and “Sisyphus” in the Museum of Modern Art of Guangzhou, China
• Installation of “Violin Player” and “Trumpet Player” at “Le Dome” building, Luxemburg

2005
• Exhibition “Mythos Europe” on Place Vendôme, Paris (20 monumental sculptures)
• Installation of “Christoph Willibald Gluck” in the State Opera House, Nurnberg, Germany
• Anna is invited as Guest of Honor at the Art Fair in Guangzhou, China

2004
• Installation of “Sisyphus” in Scuola Superiore di Sant’Anna, University of Pisa, Italy
• Installation of “Ulysses” on “Espace Cocteau”, Menton, France
• Installation of “La Bella Elvira” in the Palace of Regione Toscana, Florence, Italy
• Creation of the O�cial Poster of Tuscany for World Women’s Day 2004
• Exhibition “Il Canto di Orfeo” at Sant’Agostino Museum, Pietrasanta, Tuscany

2003
• “Medal Franz Kafka” for the life-time achievements of Anna Chromy, Prague (former laureates include: Steven Spielberg, Milos Forman, 
Norman Mailer, a.o.)
• Installation of “Marionette Dancer” at “Museo del Parco”, Porto�no, Italy
• Installation of a “Marionette Dancer” on Piazza Garibaldi, Pietrasanta, Italy
• “International Premio Salvador Dali” awarded to the surrealist artist Anna Chromy, Prague
• Bronze portrait of Karheinz Boehm for Foundation “Menschen fuer Menschen”, Vienna, Austria
• Edmund Stoiber, Prime Minister of Bavaria, receives the “Equus Trophy” created by Anna Chromy

2002
• Installation of fountain “Czech Musicians” by the Mayor of Prague I on Sénovàzné nàmesti
• “Heart of the World”, for Pope John Paul II and audience on St. Peters Square, Vatican, Rome
• “Masaryk Prize for European Reconciliation” for Anna Chromy, Prague
• Installation of a Cloak at the Philosophers Cercle of Museum C’à la Ghironda, Zola Predosa, Bologna
• Installation of bronze portrait of Count Johannes Moy, Anif/Salzburg

2001
• Installation of “Ulysses” together with the four “Constellations” at Pontile, Forte dei Marmi, Italy
• Installation of “Herbert von Karajan” sculpture at his birthplace in the center of Salzburg, Austria and inauguration with the Vienna 
Philharmonic, Riccardo Muti, Eliette von Karajan, etc.

• Installation of a bronze portrait of Herbert von Karajan at the cemetery of Anif/Salzburg, Austria
• Installation of a bronze portrait of Oscar Wilde at the Museum of Modern Art, Menton, France
• Installation of a Cloak at “Museo dei Bozzetti”, Pietrasanta, Italy

2000
• Sculpture Exhibition “Mythos Europe” as part of “Prague European Capital of Culture”
• Installation of a Cloak, or “Commendatore”, in front of Stavovské divadlò, the Prague Opera house
• Installation of “Elvira” and “Don Ottavio” in the new Headquarters of Nuernberger Versicherung
• Bronze portrait of Herbert von Karajan for State Theatre Ulm and Karajan Center Vienna

1999
• Installation of a Cloak or “Piétà” by the Archbishop of Salzburg in front of the Cathedral
• Installation of “Carmen” by Prince Rainier III at the Grimaldi Palace in Monte Carlo
• CD-Edition “Don Giovanni” by W.A. Mozart illustrated with the sculptures of Anna Chromy

1998
• Exhibition of “Don Giovanni” sculptures at Hellbrunn Castle and Garden, Salzburg

1997
• Installation of a “Cloak of Conscience” at Keitum Church, Sylt, Germany
• Installation of a “Heart for Children” at RTL Television headquarters, Cologne, Germany
• Exhibition “Don Giovanni” group at Opera de Monte Carlo and Opera Comique, Paris

1996
• Installation of a Cloak in bronze by Prince Rainier III at Grimaldi Palace, Principality of Monaco

1995
• Installation “France Triomphante” and “Leporello” at Roquebrune Cap Martin, France

1993
• Creation of “Equus Trophy” for Bavarian Equestrian Federation, Munich, Germany
• Installation of a Cloak in Museo dei Bozetti, Pietrasanta

1992
• Creation of the portrait of Oscar Wilde and of the �rst Cloak (150 cm) in bronze
• Individual gallery exhibitions of paintings in Vienna, Salzburg, Zurich and Wiesbaden
• Exhibition at the Prague Autumn Festival, creation of program and poster for the Suk orchestra
• Solo Exhibitions of Paintings at Madrid and Barcelona

1991
• Creation of “Prague Autumn”, the o�cial painting and poster for the “Prague Autumn Festival”
• Painting exhibitions at Vasarely Museum, Aix-en-Provence; Pal�y Palace Museum, Bratislava; Karolina
• University, Prague; Michailiwska Trapezna Museum, Kiev, Ukraina; National Museum Budapest

1988
• The motive of the o�cial painting of EXPO’92 is used for the �rst telephone card issue in Monaco

1986
• “Man, Earth, Universe” becomes the O�cial Painting of EXPO’92 in Seville, Cartuja Museum

1985
• “Peace On Earth”, three drawings for the United Nations in New York

1980
• Painting “To be, or not to be” with the �rst image of the Cloak of Conscience

1977
• First Solo exhibitions in the Austrian General Consulate in Munich and other parts of Bavaria
• First meeting with Salvador Dali at Hotel Meurice in Paris
• Dali at Hotel Meurice in Paris
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